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Importance of looking at the Importance of looking at the 
(other ) Deleveraging(other ) Deleveraging

 The balance sheet shrinkage is being postponedThe balance sheet shrinkage is being postponed——Euro area bank Euro area bank 
balance sheets may have increased by up to balance sheets may have increased by up to €€500bn since the end 500bn since the end 
of November, 2011 helped by the liquidity injection from ECB’s 3of November, 2011 helped by the liquidity injection from ECB’s 3--
year LTROs (net of reduced MROs).  year LTROs (net of reduced MROs).  

 But deBut de--leveraging of the financial system due to the shortening of leveraging of the financial system due to the shortening of 
‘re‘re--pledging chains’ as a proxy for interconnectedness of the pledging chains’ as a proxy for interconnectedness of the 
financial system has not (yet) received attention; financial system has not (yet) received attention; this this 
deleveraging is not being postponed by the markets despite deleveraging is not being postponed by the markets despite 
the recent official sector support.the recent official sector support.

<<The two LTROs of the ECB were around <<The two LTROs of the ECB were around €€1 trillion. However, since MROs gave way 1 trillion. However, since MROs gave way 
to the LTROs, the net liquidity impact from the LTROs was more like to the LTROs, the net liquidity impact from the LTROs was more like €€500 billion.>>500 billion.>>





Pledged Collateral for  rePledged Collateral for  re--use  does not appear use  does not appear 
on B/S but only footnoteson B/S but only footnotes

The typical language, in all large banks active in The typical language, in all large banks active in 
collateral funding appears (roughly) as follows:collateral funding appears (roughly) as follows:

As of December 2009 and November 2008, the fair As of December 2009 and November 2008, the fair 
value of financial instruments received as collateral by value of financial instruments received as collateral by 
the firm that it was permitted to deliver or rethe firm that it was permitted to deliver or re--pledge pledge 
was $561 billion and $578 billion, respectively, …….was $561 billion and $578 billion, respectively, …….



The suppliers of collateral to the ‘street’(or dealers)The suppliers of collateral to the ‘street’(or dealers)

 The key sources that provide collateral to the street are (a) The key sources that provide collateral to the street are (a) 
hedge funds, (b) custodians on behalf of pension, insurers, hedge funds, (b) custodians on behalf of pension, insurers, 
asset managers, official sector accounts  ( SWFs, central asset managers, official sector accounts  ( SWFs, central 
banks etc ).banks etc ).

 Generally, hedge funds are the largest supplier of collateral Generally, hedge funds are the largest supplier of collateral 
to the “street” that intermediates the bank/nonbank nexus.  to the “street” that intermediates the bank/nonbank nexus.  

 Others such as pension funds, insurers, official sector Others such as pension funds, insurers, official sector 
accounts generally  “lend”  their collateral for short tenor to accounts generally  “lend”  their collateral for short tenor to 
enhance the overall returnenhance the overall return to their securities.to their securities.



ReRe--use of Collateraluse of Collateral——some issuessome issues

 Collateral Collateral can be bonds or equitiescan be bonds or equities——as long as it has a market as long as it has a market 
clearing price and collateral is clearing price and collateral is not illiquid not illiquid (e.g., US Treasuries, IBM (e.g., US Treasuries, IBM 
shares etc).  Collateral that moves (or is reused) does  not have to shares etc).  Collateral that moves (or is reused) does  not have to 
be AAA onlybe AAA only

 English Law (or nonEnglish Law (or non--NY law) offers a market clearing price for the NY law) offers a market clearing price for the 
demand and supply of excess collateral that is not available in the demand and supply of excess collateral that is not available in the 
U.S.   There has been recent regulatory efforts attempt to minimize U.S.   There has been recent regulatory efforts attempt to minimize 
regulatory arbitrageregulatory arbitrage——ex, “cap” ex, “cap” rehypothecationrehypothecation like in the U.S.; like in the U.S.; 
however this is unlikely to changehowever this is unlikely to change







Collateral from Hedge FundsCollateral from Hedge Funds
Hedge Funds  largely finance their positions in Hedge Funds  largely finance their positions in two ways.  two ways.  
 FirstFirst, they can either pledge collateral for reuse to their prime broker  in , they can either pledge collateral for reuse to their prime broker  in 

lieu of lieu of cash borrowing/leverage cash borrowing/leverage from the PB (from the PB (rehypothecationrehypothecation))
 Second, Second, HFs also fund their positions via HFs also fund their positions via repo(srepo(s) with dealers who may ) with dealers who may 

or may not be their PBs.or may not be their PBs.

 HFs  take leverage from their PB in lieu of the collateralHFs  take leverage from their PB in lieu of the collateral——usually for usually for 
equityequity--relatedrelated strategies strategies < In the U.S., SEC’s Rule 15c3a and Regulation T < In the U.S., SEC’s Rule 15c3a and Regulation T 
generally limits PB’s unlimited use of generally limits PB’s unlimited use of rehypothecatedrehypothecated collateral from a client.  collateral from a client.  
Non US jurisdictions such as UK via English Law do not have any limits. Non US jurisdictions such as UK via English Law do not have any limits. 

 HFs also fund themselves by repoHFs also fund themselves by repo--inging out their collateral to other dealers out their collateral to other dealers 
(other than their PBs). Typically,(other than their PBs). Typically, fixed income arbitragefixed income arbitrage and and global global 
macromacro strategies seek higher leverage and this is done via repo financing. strategies seek higher leverage and this is done via repo financing. 



The “nonThe “non--hedge fund” source of collateralhedge fund” source of collateral



Securities LendingSecurities Lending——another primary source of collateralanother primary source of collateral

 We distinguish between We distinguish between primaryprimary sources of securities lending rather sources of securities lending rather 
than the total securities currently on loan. than the total securities currently on loan. 

 We use RMA’s data source , which includes We use RMA’s data source , which includes onlyonly primary sources of primary sources of 
securities lending from clients such as pension, insurers, official sector securities lending from clients such as pension, insurers, official sector 
accounts and some corporate/money funds. A recent paper by accounts and some corporate/money funds. A recent paper by Bank of Bank of 
England’s Quarterly England’s Quarterly (September, 2011) states that about $ 2 trillion of (September, 2011) states that about $ 2 trillion of 
securities were on loan but this includes secondary holdings also (i.e., securities were on loan but this includes secondary holdings also (i.e., 
this counts the bank to bank (or secondary market activity also)this counts the bank to bank (or secondary market activity also)..

 Securities lending differs from a repo transaction where the motivation is Securities lending differs from a repo transaction where the motivation is 
generally to borrow or lend cash. In terms of legality, igenerally to borrow or lend cash. In terms of legality, in a repo there is an n a repo there is an 
outright sale of the securities accompanied by a specific price and date at outright sale of the securities accompanied by a specific price and date at 
which the securities will be bought back. which the securities will be bought back. On the other hand, securities On the other hand, securities 
lending transactions generally have no set end date and no set pricelending transactions generally have no set end date and no set price——so more so more 
flexible and usually used to cover shorts in the market. flexible and usually used to cover shorts in the market. 



HF leverage: source FSA, UKHF leverage: source FSA, UK



Figure 5: The Sources and Uses of Collateral—Summary 
(2007, 2010 and 2011) 
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Black straight lines = “suppliers” of collateral 
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An example of repeated use of collateral  An example of repeated use of collateral  
(that leads to collateral chains)(that leads to collateral chains)

An example of repeated use of collateral in a 
dynamic chain



Methodology to calculate reMethodology to calculate re--use/velocity use/velocity 
factorfactor

 Our understanding is that there are 12Our understanding is that there are 12--14 large banks active in 14 large banks active in 
collateral management globally. We may have missed a couple of  collateral management globally. We may have missed a couple of  
banks but believe we have picked up about 90% + of the pledged banks but believe we have picked up about 90% + of the pledged 
collateral that is received from primary sources such as hedge funds, collateral that is received from primary sources such as hedge funds, 
pension and insurers, asset managers and official accounts. pension and insurers, asset managers and official accounts. 

 We then take the total collateral received as of  year say endWe then take the total collateral received as of  year say end--2007 2007 
(almost $ 10 trillion) and compare it to the (almost $ 10 trillion) and compare it to the primary sources primary sources of of 
collateral (the collateral (the two key bucketstwo key buckets identified identified ––hedge funds and other hedge funds and other 
nonnon--banks). banks). 

 The ratio of the two is the reThe ratio of the two is the re--use rate  or velocity of collateral               use rate  or velocity of collateral               
( intuitively, the connections the “street” takes to connect the supply ( intuitively, the connections the “street” takes to connect the supply 
of collateral to the demand for collateral in the financial market)of collateral to the demand for collateral in the financial market)



Summary of “source” collateral, Summary of “source” collateral, 
velocity/chain, and overall collateral velocity/chain, and overall collateral 

 
Table 2: Sources of Pledged Collateral, Velocity and Overall Collateral 

Year 

Sources  
Total 
Source 

"Chain" 
(velocity) 

Overall collateral  
<”total source” times “chain”> 

 (in trillions USD) 

Hedge Funds 
(in trillions 

USD) 

Others    (in 
trillions USD) 

2007 1.7 1.7 3.4 3 10 
2010 1.3 1.1 2.4 2.4 5.8 
2011 1.3 1.05 2.4 2.5 6.2 

Source: Velocity of Pledged Collateral—Update, Singh (2012) 
 
 



Are there any other buckets that are sources of Are there any other buckets that are sources of 
pledged collateral pledged collateral –– Tri Party Repo or SIVsTri Party Repo or SIVs

 The triThe tri--party repo market ($1.8 trillion)  in the US is via one of two party repo market ($1.8 trillion)  in the US is via one of two 
clearing banks, clearing banks, BoNYBoNY Mellon and JP Morgan. Though not explicit, a Mellon and JP Morgan. Though not explicit, a 
backstop by the Fed is assumed by the market.  Similar sized market backstop by the Fed is assumed by the market.  Similar sized market 
in Europe also in multiple currencies.in Europe also in multiple currencies.

 However, such pledged collateral sits with custodians and is However, such pledged collateral sits with custodians and is not not 
rehypothecablerehypothecable to the streetto the street..——only to the primary dealer club! only to the primary dealer club! The The 
collateral is segregated and identifiable in case of default of the collateral is segregated and identifiable in case of default of the 
collateral provider. This also explains that haircuts during the 2008 collateral provider. This also explains that haircuts during the 2008 
crisis were minimal when dealing within the tricrisis were minimal when dealing within the tri--party system, relative party system, relative 
to the ‘street’.to the ‘street’.

 SIVsSIVs---- these structures were securitizationthese structures were securitization--based and against based and against specific specific 
pieces pieces of collateralof collateral; ; thus it was difficult to raise funding by thus it was difficult to raise funding by 
pledging collateral from such vehiclespledging collateral from such vehicles
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Money and CollateralMoney and Collateral



Policy issues on financial lubricationPolicy issues on financial lubrication
 Comparing the pledged collateral market to monetary Comparing the pledged collateral market to monetary 

aggregates like M2aggregates like M2——overall financial lubrication after Lehman overall financial lubrication after Lehman 
had a structural break; did “Taylor rule” fail?had a structural break; did “Taylor rule” fail?

 velocity of collateral velocity of collateral vsvs velocity of money; rebound in velocity of money; rebound in 
pledged collateral market preferred to more QEpledged collateral market preferred to more QE——latter may latter may 
have quasihave quasi--fiscal costsfiscal costs

 ““Demand/supplyDemand/supply ““wedge” wedge” ---- newnew regulatory demands of regulatory demands of 
collateral between $2collateral between $2--4 trillion vs. 4 trillion vs. shrinkageshrinkage of $4of $4--5 5 
trillion since Lehmantrillion since Lehman





QE has led to increase in money but QE has led to increase in money but 
it comes back to the central bankit comes back to the central bank



Monetary Policy IssuesMonetary Policy Issues
 Large banks do an excellent job with the collateral they receive that is pledged Large banks do an excellent job with the collateral they receive that is pledged 

for refor re--use. The “reuse. The “re--useuse factor”factor”——analogous to the concept of the “velocity of analogous to the concept of the “velocity of 
money”money”——proxies for the liquidity impact of collateral. Hence a shortage of proxies for the liquidity impact of collateral. Hence a shortage of 
acceptable collateral would have a negative cascading impact on lending similar acceptable collateral would have a negative cascading impact on lending similar 
to the impact on the money supply of a reduction in the monetary base. to the impact on the money supply of a reduction in the monetary base. 

 In the U.S. and Europe, both the Fed and ECB consider many information In the U.S. and Europe, both the Fed and ECB consider many information 
variables when determining monetary policy. ECB still uses this metric and variables when determining monetary policy. ECB still uses this metric and 
both U.K. and ECB also publish M3 measure. Post Lehman, there has been a both U.K. and ECB also publish M3 measure. Post Lehman, there has been a 
“break down” of Taylor rule, we need to augment the tool kit beyond M2.“break down” of Taylor rule, we need to augment the tool kit beyond M2.

 Data on pledged collateral that may be reData on pledged collateral that may be re--pledged and the intensity of the use pledged and the intensity of the use 
of that collateral churning factor should be considered by the major central of that collateral churning factor should be considered by the major central 
banks within the global financial system. Since crossbanks within the global financial system. Since cross--border funding is a basic border funding is a basic 
pillar for large banks for efficient arbitrage of their funding operations, pillar for large banks for efficient arbitrage of their funding operations, the state the state 
of the pledged collateral market needs to part of monetary policy also.of the pledged collateral market needs to part of monetary policy also.



Why, despite rate cuts, the Cost of Credit Why, despite rate cuts, the Cost of Credit 
(in spreads(in spreads) is higher ) is higher relative to 2006relative to 2006
 This second component of deleveraging is contributing This second component of deleveraging is contributing 

towards the higher credit cost to the real economy. In towards the higher credit cost to the real economy. In 
fact, relative to 2006, the primary indices that measure fact, relative to 2006, the primary indices that measure 
aggregate borrowing cost are well over aggregate borrowing cost are well over 2.5 times in the 2.5 times in the 
U.S. and 4 times in the U.S. and 4 times in the EurozoneEurozone (see Figures)(see Figures)

 This is after adjusting for the central bank rate cuts This is after adjusting for the central bank rate cuts 
which have lowered the total cost of borrowing for which have lowered the total cost of borrowing for 
similar similar corporatescorporates (e.g., in the U.S., from about (e.g., in the U.S., from about 6% in 6% in 
2006 to about 4% at present).2006 to about 4% at present).



Financials borrowing cost postFinancials borrowing cost post--Lehman, is Lehman, is 
now now higher higher than nonthan non--financialsfinancials

(source :Barclays investment grade)(source :Barclays investment grade)
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Figure 2: Average cost of borrowing for the real economy (relevant US and Europe indices)

Source BoA-ML indices
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